For the Activity Collector in You
Opening Activity/Challenge
GIANT BUBBLES
Mix 6 cups water with ½ cup dish liquid, ½ cup cornstarch, 1 Tbsp. baking powder, and 1-2 oz of
glycerin. The mix is milky at first but clears. Make or provide bubble wands. This is a great solution
for large bubble wands.
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Game Activity
CONNECT THE DOTS
This game will crisscross your room with yarn or streamers as
kids connect the events of your Bible study in order. For
instance, when studying the creation story, put up pictures of the
things created by God on each day. Make two sets of pictures
on different colors for team play and scatter them around the
walls. When you say go, kids attach their yarn to the next picture
in the creation order. With each new day of creation, they are
leaving a trail of yarn crisscrossing the room. This web of yarn
makes it harder to get to the next connection point. Step over,
crawl under, and find the next thing God made! Point out that
your game created some chaos but God created perfection!
Craft Activity
CREATE A CRITTER
Kids get to design their own animal. Provide pieces of cardboard
8 inches square. Let kids wrap yarn around and around the
cardboard. Tie all the pieces together on one side of the
cardboard then cut the bundle of yarn on the opposite side of the
tie. You now have a large, loose pom pom. Arrange the pom
over a small 3 oz cup. Secure it with a glue gun or self-stick dot.
Use the same glue to personalize your critters. Add chenille
stick antlers, feather wings, wiggle eyes, and pom ball accents.
Provide cardstock for kids to cut out arms or giant feet to peek
out of their furry creation. Provide ribbon in case your girls want
to add a bow! Can you imagine having to design all the animals
in our world today? God did it! He even made YOU unique!

Activity
Water Play
Fill a big tub with water. Provide several items for children to fill,
pour, and play with in the water. Make sure to put a tablecloth
under your water play center. Talk to the children about how
God created water and all things.
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Dear Miss Idea Hoarder!
Share any ideas to ideahoarder@mrmarksclassroom.com
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